
LEGALIZING DRUG USE ESSAY

Gore Vidal's assertive essay communicated his belief that drug addiction should be legalized in order to ensure the
eventual well-being and individual freedom.

Marijuana is perhaps the drug legalization drug legalization of marijuana. The Mayors of Washington,
Baltimore and Minneapolis and several Congressmen have declared in the past three weeks that the nation's
prohibition against drugs may have failed. Americans have paid a heavy price financially. The U. The question
is, who are we to label certain substances illegal and prohibit others from using them by creating penalties for
their use? In the next section, I will try and relate it to the modern world scenario. The sale and production of
marijuana have been legalized for medicinal uses in over twenty states and has been legalized for recreational
uses in seven states. Since the dawn of time, it has been the natural instinct of man to find alternative methods
to enhance his being. Again, the focus is misplaced. A number of Americans have noticed that the situation
has not changed and wonder if the United Stated should approach the crisis differently Kleiman, who teaches
at the John F. The pro-drug side says that the recreational use of drugs should be allowed and the law should
change to legalize it. Once these misconceptions are removed, it is obvious that the legalization of marijuana
poses less of a risk compared to already socially acceptable legal drugs, like alcohol and tobacco, and will not
cause the downfall of society as many fear In contrast, others in federal positions believe the use of marijuana
has no beneficial use to it which creates a struggle into its legalization. Marijuana can have very damaging
affects on a person? One key question, then, is how much does society pay because drugs are illegal and how
much does society pay because drugs themselves are harmful? Why legalize marijuana for recreational use.
Marijuana is the most commonly used illicit drug used in the United States. Crack would never have existed in
my opinion if you had not had drug prohibition. Exasperated by the seemingly endless deaths, crime and
corruption generated by the world's illicit drug trade, a growing number of public officials and scholars in
recent weeks have begun to call for debate on what for years was politically unspeakable: making drugs legal.
Different legislators and philosophers believe that legalizing drugs will have more benefits than harms to our
society Like all successful propaganda, "drug-related" has become so hackneyed that no one bothers to
examine its fundamental truthfulness. Is identified by on legalization of cannabis as drug. If drugs were legal,
the argument goes, drug black markets worth tens of billions of dollars would evaporate, the empires of drug
gangsters would collapse, addicts would stop committing street crimes to support their habit, and the police,
courts and prisons would no longer be overwhelmed by a problem they cannot hope to defeat. Keeping
legalization papers gender and more harm new world. Both sides present arguments that call for changes to
federal drug policy. Marijuana was first federally prohibited in  Myths about marijuana have been become
endless and many people don't realize that almost all of them are false. This may be a true statement, however
such legalization is yet to be proven, and can cause some severe consequences, which outweigh the possible
benefits. Based on the midterms, momentum for this change has been shown in different parts of the U. These
disagreements vary quite a bit across the spectrum. Legalization The United States has spent over 30 years
fighting the war on drugs. But many scholars argue that other costs to society would rise if drugs were
legalized. It would mean that highly damaging substances would be cheaper, purer and far more widely
available, they say, and would cause a sharp jump in addiction, hospital costs, overdose deaths, destruction of
families, and property damage. Lynch, has a good argument based on facts and incidents that have occurred
from drug use. Nadelmann said legalization would eliminate most drug-related crime: the crimes of producing,
selling and possessing drugs, the crimes committed by addicts to support their habits, and crimes committed
by drug traffickers as they attempt to expand or protect their trade. First of all, what do drugs exactly mean to
people? Despite the proclamations of television, all is not in well in our part of the world. They say the losses
would far outweigh the gains. Therefore, Dr. Often, many entertainment stars in Hollywood have been
accidentally killed by excessive ingesting of narcotics, for example, Michel Jackson.


